


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The History of Haikai Expression on Syuko and Zyokei
Mikio Takano
　Basyo’s Haikai is divided into five periods. In this article I treated the 
characteristics and transition of expression on Basyo’s Haikai to pick up the last four 
periods that are Kansibun style, Zyoukyou-renga style, Keiki style and Karumi style. 
Hukagawa is not an anthology of Karumi style. Hukagawa shwous a transitional 
stage from Sarumino to Sumidawara. I studied Hukagawa’s Tukeai［the linking 
verses in Japanese Haik］on Meisyo,［sights to see］Koi,［love］Sabi,［quiet 
simplicity］and the rest. So I proved that Hukagawa showed a transitional stage 
from Sarumino to Sumidawara.
Keywords　Basyo, Hukagawa, Renku
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